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W April 1972

POLITICAL PERSECUTION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA

”In the fall of 1971 and at the beginning of this
year, workers of the Interior Nfinistry arrested certain
disseminators and producers of anti-state leaflets and
other materials of the same nature....The seized documents
indicate that these Czechoslovak citizens strove in the
period of 1970 and 1971 to create illegal anti—state
groups....They organized these activities in combination
with emigres and foreign enemy centers....Subjects of
foreign states also participated in this criminal
activity......... "

Prague Television, 11 January 1972

Although rumors of detentions and police interrogations of
certain individuals in Czechoslovakia filtered to the west during
the last months of 1971, this was the first official admission by
the Prague regime that a new wave of arrests was under way.

The harsh facts of these arrests, which took place in late
1971 and in January 1972, are well known by now and are receiving
considerable publicity in western Europe. About 200 individuals,
most of whom held positions of some influence during the liberal—
ization process of 1968, are involved. The highest ranking of
these are Milan Huebl, former Rector of the Higher Party College
and co—author of Alexander Dubcek's Action Program of April 1968,
and Jaroslav Sabata, former Secretary of the Party organization in
Brno. Both were elected members of the Central Committee at the
”clandestine” Party Congress convoked 48 hours after the Soviet
invasion. According to press reports, Huebl is accused of involve-
ment in the distribution of samizdat materials in Prague and
Czech Lands, while Sabata is said to have mobilized his entire
family (two sons, a daughter and other relatives) to conduct a
wide-spread campaign throughout the province of Moravia against
the national elections of last Nbvember.

International flavor was added to the affair through regime
charges of foreign involvement, and the arrest on 5 January of
one Italian newsman, valerio Ochetto, and the summary expulsion
of two others. This resulted in a surprisingly strong and indignant
protest action in Italy, which included critical editorials in
the principal organs of the Italian Communist Party. Possibly
under the influence of this pressure, the Czechoslovak Press
Agency officially announced on 17 February that Ochetto had been
expelled from Czechoslovakia, The decision to resolve the
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irksome Ochetto case through mere expulsion suggests that the
HUsak regime is still sensitive —- at least to some degree --
to criticism from abroad, especially when lev1ed by a ”fraternal”
party.

It remains to be seen how the regime will react to the growing
storm of protest its actions have evoked elsewhere in Europe,
notably among the French left, particularly on the part of
prominent, former French Communists. Some of the public statements
made by the French left on the political arrests are contained in
the attachments. Nbst prominent is the half—page protest printed
in Le ade of 5—6 March, signed by 144 leftist intellectuals,
mostly French, including socialists and dissident and orthodox
Communists. Among the more prominent signatories are philosopher
and writer Jean Paul Sartre, former Czechoslovak Deputy Foreign
Minister and author of the book The Confession Arthur London, formerFrench Communist Party (PCF) Politburo member and theoretician
Roger Garaudy, author Simone de Beauvoir, and the Greek composerMikis Theodorakis. Additional signatures are coming in despitethe PCF's demand that its members disavow their signatures.Roger Garaudy,* writing in the large circulation, independentdaily France soir, exposes the absurdity of the Czech regime'sclaim that there are no political trials going on in Czechoslovakia.Another PCF expellee, Paul Nbirot, expressed his views in hisown Communist dissident weekly,‘Politique‘Hebdo. At the same time,he published excerpts from a letter written Ey'the above-mentioned Milan Huebl to his former comrade-in-arms, Gustav HUsak,warning about the incalculable consequences of starting politicaltrials. Huebl wrote the letter last October and sent a copy abroadto be published in the event of his arrest. (Attached is a trans-lation of the whole letter, which was published in the Italiannewspaper‘L'EspreSSo.)

On the French left only the PCF sees nothing wrong in Czecho-slovakia. The French Socialist Party has urged the PCF to join itin a common protest against the political repressions but with nosuccess. In fact, a delegation sent to Czechoslovakia by the PCFto seek assurances from Husak that political trials would not beheld, returned to Paris with the expected whitewash and denials ofpolitical repression, but the exchange between socialists andCommunists is continuing.

The question arises as to why the Prague regime, havingrepeatedly proclaimed the completion of consolidation and defeatof the right w1ng, embarked at this particular point in time on

*Garaudy was expelled from the Party in 1970 fer his persistentcriticism of the Soviet system of Socialism.
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large-scale arrests and trials of known and generally respected
supporters of Dubcek.

Soviet and Czechoslovak paranoid concern with criticism at
home and abroad is well known and amply documented. The year
1968 taught Prague and the Kremlin a lesson they are unlikely totreat lightly again, Husak knows and has admitted publicly that"despite the election results, it must not be assumed that 99%of the people are with us.” Probably more than some of hiscolleagues, Husak is aware of public sentiment and of the factthat he is presiding over a brooding and even hostile nation.Being unwilling or unable to initiate meaningful steps towardnational reconciliation, Husak can only silence potentialopposition leaders and thus intimidate and neutralize largenumbers of less determined individuals who might be willing tofollow someone else's lead but are not themselves strong enoughto take the initiative. Given this national impasse, the priceof adverse publicity abroad and more intense hostility at homemust be paid as the lesser of two evils. Husak has no otheralternatives given the inexorable reality within most rulingCommunist Parties that those who have been publicly accused ofserious transgressions against existing Party statutes must bepunished, lest Party discipline among the rankmand file suffer.

Since ridiculing the opposition one day and charging it with
heinous plotting the next is obviously not impressing the
skeptical and politically mature Czech and Slovak man in the
street, the regime must ~ as in the past- manufacture intricate
and ominous ties between the domestic opposition and ”powerful
international enemy centers abroad,” Consequently, visits to
Czechoslovakia in 1968 and since then by western journalists,
academic personalties, etc,, have been and continue to be
presented as ”espionage trips“ and subversion. The press, radio
and television tediously repeat fantastic tales of “an invasion
by the Green Berets,” the presence in 1968 of ”American tanks”
(which incidentally were rented in Austria for a film dealing
with WW ll), attack purely scholarly meetings in the West, such
as the Reading Seminar in England, and put the imperialist brandon even such apolitical organizations as the PEN Club and AmnestyInternational by calling them tools of Western eSpionagea Need—
less to say, activities of Czechoslovak emigres -- old and new -—are magnified out of all proportion and every activist amongthem is accused of working for at least one western intelligenceserv1ce,

As ludicrous as this may seem to the average westerner, toPrague -— as apparently to Moscow -_ it is a deadly serious matter,and Prague's exaggerated concern throws some light on that govern-ment's defensive and nervous posture Apart from the above, the
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decision to crack down on Czechoslovak dissidents may well be a
logical consequence of the recent Soviet wave of arrests ofdissidents in Moscow and the Ukraine. Given Czechoslovakia'ssemi-colonial status since 1968, it is unlikely that Husak wouldtake any major step without full coordination with Moscow.Finally, this may all be part of an overall Soviet Bloc tighteningof security at home which, as many analysts have predicted, wouldaccompany the Soviet detente campaign vis-a-vis the West.
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Pour soustraire leur honneur et leur vie aux persecutions qui les mena-
La lidélité révolutionnaire et la fierté nationale vont-eiles etre a nouveau —

omme au temps de ¢ l’Aveu» —- réputées criminelles de Prague :3 Bratislava '9

Des hommes et des femmes sont suspectés. surveillés. poursuivis, empri- cent et les frappent. nous refusons de les laisser prendre au piege du silence,
onnés. ietés au secret des prisons d'Etat parce qu'ils symbolisent l’espoir d’un de notre Silence-

euple qui. malgré les rigueurs de l’occupation et de la police. ne consent pas Faudrait-il -‘ SOUS prétexte de n’alimenter aucune campagne — ‘10c-
les renier. ter de se taire?>Certains le penseront sans doute. Mais beaucoup d’autres

diront avec nous que leur liberté et, pour une part. leur idéal dependent de
notre solidarité ouvertement exprimée.

_ . , _ ’ . . . Nous qui par millicrs signons et signerons eet Appel et contribuerons
Nous les admlrons d'avmr deCide, ll Y a trpls ans, de'continuer.au coude é interdire le silence sur le sort des victimes de la répression. notomment par

coude av'ec leur peuple le combat. pour le socialisme et prefere 08 risque a“3‘e voie de tels communiqués. les placerons sous la seule sauvegarde qui leur
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Quelques-uns par-mi nous ont rencontré certains de ces bommes et de ces
emmes. et les connoissent hien.

LES PREMIERE SlGNATAlRES
Maurice AGULHON
Pierre ALEKAN
Francois ALQUIER
Daniel ANSELME
Claude AVELlNE
Yves BAREL
Simone de BEAUVOIR
Loleh BELON
Jean BENARD
Dr Norbert BEN SAID
Gilbert BERGER
Jean BERNARD
Ginette BERNARD-POMPlGNAT
Janine BOUISSOUNOUSE
Alphonse BOULOUX
Claude BOURDET
Dr André BOURGUIGNON
Roger BOUSSINOT
Jean BOUVIER
Robert BRECY
Jeanne BRUNSCHWlG
Dr JacQues CARON
Jean CASSOU
Jean CHAINTRON
Nicole CHATEL
Maurice CLAVEL
Michel COQUERY
Jacques COURTOIS
Anne CREMIEUX

App

René DAZY
Marcel DEGLIAME-FOUCHE
Charlotte DELBO
Dr Paul DENAIS
Serge DEPAQUIT
Genevieve DEROlN
Maurice DODE
Jean-Marie DOMENACH
Maurice DOMMANGET
Jacques DUPlN
Colette DURAND
Marguerite DURA‘}
Dominique ELUARD
Claude FAUX
Victor FAY
M' Jean-Jacques de FELICE
Marc FERRO
Vera FEYDER
Michel FOUCAULT
Roger GARAUDY
Pierre GEORGES
M' Christiane GILLMANN
Roger GODEMAN
André GORZ
André GRANOU
Daniel GUERIN
Jean-Claude GUERIN
M' Gisele HALlMI
Jean-Pierre HAMMER

Dr Léan HEPNER
Joris lVENS
Raymond JEAN
Serge JONAS V
Ernest KAHANE
Maurice KRIEGEL-VALRIMONT
Julio KRISTEVA
Guy LECLERC
Victor LEDUC
Henri LEFEBVRE
Germaine LE GUILLANT
Michel LElRIS
Daniel LELONG
AlbertvPaul LENTlN
Artur LONDON
Francoise LONDON-DAIX
Serge MALLET
Robert MADROU
Jacqueline MARCHAND
Gilles MARTINET
Jean MASSIN
M' Léo MATARASSO
Henriette MATHIEU

TTA
Daniel MAYER
Michele MOGUY
Claude MORGAN
Edgar MORIN
Pierre-Vidal NAQUET

Pierre NAVILLE
Fernond NICOLON
Henri NOGUERES
Paul NOIROT
Théodoros PANGALOS
Jacques PANIGEL
Roger PANN'QUIN
Héléne PARMELIN
Anne PHlLlPE
Jean PICART LE DOUX
Edouard PIGNON
Gaillord POL
Jean PRONTEAU
Madeleine REBERIOUX
‘Paul REBEYROLLES
André REGNIER
Henri-Francois REY
Michele REY
Louis RlGAUDlAS
Henri ROBERT
Suzanne ROBERT
Philippe ROBRIEUX
Maxime RODINSON
Dr Rodolphe ROLLENS
Jean ROSTAND
Claude ROY
Madeleine SAINT-SAENS
Marc SAINT-SAENS

Celles at ceux qui veulent se solidariser moralemenl et matérielle-
men: avec cette initiative doivent écrire &: '
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Héléne SAMAN-MARKOVITCH
, Dr Michel SAPIR

JeanoPaul SARTRE
Pierre SCHAEFFER
Laurent SCHWARTZ
Gérard de SEDE
Jorge SEMPRUN
Robert SIMON
Philippe SOLLERS
Albert SOBOUL
Gilbert SOUCHAL
Pierre TERUEL-MANIA
Mikis THEODORAKIS
Laurence THIBAUT
René THUILLlER
Janine TlLLARD
Charles TILLON
Raymonde TILLON
Jacqueline VERNES
Aline VELLAY
Dr Pierre VELLAY '
Monique VlAL
Paul VIEILLE
Louis de VlLLEFOSSE
Jean-Marie VINCENT

.Olga WORMSER -M|GOT
Boris YANKEL
Vladimir YANKELEVITCH
Alain ZARUDlANSKY
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The signers of this appeal have together paid for this announce-
ment, for which Le Monde granted them the'comercial 'rate.

APPE'AL

Will revolutionary fidelity and national pride be
again —— as in the days of "The Confession" -— reputed
as being criminal in Prague and Bratislava?

Men and women are being suspected, kept under
urveillance, prosecuted, jailed, thrown into the
epths of state prisons, becaLse they symbolize the
ope of a people which, despite the rigors of
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Sane of us have met these men and these women
and know them well.

We admire them for having decided, three years
ago, to continue, shoulder-to-shoulder with their
people, the struggle for socialism, and to prefer
this risk to the solitudes of exile.

ccupation and police, does not consent to disavow them.

For the Victims of Repression in Czechoslovakia

If you help us, we shall not let them be either
sullied or broken.

We refuse to let them be trapped into silence, our
silence, to save their honour and their life from the
persecutions that are threatening them and are striking
them.

Is it necessary to accept silence -- under the pretext
‘of not contributing to some campaign? Some, no doubt,
think so. But many others will say with us that their
own freedom and, for many among them, their ideals, depend
on our solidarity openly expressed.

We, who by the thousands sign and will sign this
appeal and contribute to banning silence about the fate of
the victims of repression, place them under the only safe-
guard that still remains to them: ours.

The First Signatures

[Signatures]

Those who wish to express their moral and material
solidarity with this initiative should write to:

Mne Genevieve DEROIN, 7, rue Victor-Hugo (92) Colombes
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